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Passionate about technology
applied to waste management
We are TEIMAS, one of the few software companies worldwide that are
100% specialised in digitalising the waste value chain.
We were founded in 2008 with the purpose of creating technology that
benefits the environment, contributes to the progress of society and protects
people’s health. To do so, we have developed digital solutions that simplify
waste control, facilitate regulatory compliance and promote sustainable
business in large corporations and waste management companies.
Our technology is intended to help organisations protect the environment
in a cost-effective way. How? Our success lies in having an in-depth
understanding of the problems of waste management and supporting our
users with a specialised technical service.
For the past 14 years, we have worked with all the actors in the waste
production, transport and management cycle, regardless of their
size or sector: from government agencies and small and medium-sized
waste managers to our current collaborations with large corporations
with a worldwide presence. Among the latter are leading companies
in a variety of sectors, including energy (IBERDROLA, RED ELÉCTRICA
ESPAÑOLA, EDP), oil, gas & chemicals (REPSOL), infrastructures (EIFFAGE),
telecommunications (TELEFÓNICA, AMERICAN TOWER), food and
beverages (GRUPO DAMM), retail and textiles.
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CASE STUDY

Waste management at companies
in the hydrocarbon sector
To curb climate change and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, environmental directives have
become stricter: they now require companies to
fully monitor the waste they generate, from the
beginning to the end of its life cycle. In order to
achieve this full traceability, large corporations
must implement waste reduction guidelines for all
their related companies as well as contractors and
suppliers.
Among them is a Spanish multinational, a TEIMAS
client, that operates across the value chain in the
hydrocarbon sector, focusing on the exploration,
prospecting, extraction and production of crude
oil and natural gas as well as the transport, refining
and sale of various products (petroleum products,
petroleum derivatives, petrochemical products,
LPG and natural gas). Today it employs more than
24,000 people, distributes its products in nearly 100
countries and is recognised worldwide for its high
standards of good corporate governance.
In order to prevent, mitigate and rectify the
possible environmental impacts of its extractive
and industrial activities, since 2016 our client has
applied a circular economy strategy across its
value chain (from the sourcing of raw materials to
the sale of products and services), targeting net
zero emissions by 2050.
This company has a refinery in Peru whose
sustainability plan in 2016 already envisaged,
among other measures, the identification of
opportunities to improve waste management based
on the reduction of waste quantity, hazardousness
and cost. Taking this action would also help to
reduce environmental, health and safety risks
at its facilities, in accordance with the Group’s risk
management policy.

However, at the time, the refinery had only a
simple software tool for waste management that
no longer accommodated all the facility’s waste
streams and needs. As an alternative, it required a
multi-user, cloud-based tool capable of accurately
and reliably recording all waste movements,
both internal and external, at the refinery. This
would help to streamline the generation of the
official documents required under environmental
regulations, improve regulatory compliance and
optimise comprehensive waste management.
Based on the refinery’s needs and objectives, in
2019 TEIMAS presented the following technology
proposal: a single system, available online, that
can be accessed from any location or device.
Using this software, all the activities carried out
on the platform can be audited. Furthermore,
this solution can be used to obtain historical
data on all the waste generated and to create
user-administrators who ensure that the data is
consistent and correctly consolidated.
Since this new software is capable of generating
reports and infographics automatically, it speeds
up the preparation of inspections, audits and
sustainability reports. It also provides fast, easy
links to legal documentation for waste transfers.
In short, TEIMAS’ software was proposed as a
perfect tool to save time and cut costs associated
with waste management in large facilities like the
refinery.

Waste directives have
become stricter: they
now require companies
to fully monitor the waste
they generate, from the
beginning to the end of
its life cycle.
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How TEIMAS helps our client to pursue
its circular economy strategy
Reflecting our client’s progress on digitalisation, waste management software developed by TEIMAS
was implemented over the course of 2019 after we completed the following tasks:
Conducting an on-site study of the
existing waste streams and analysing the
requirements.
Developing and executing a project for
the tool’s initial setup and the uploading of
master data, such as:
Definition of user roles.
Registration of waste storage centres, agencies and waste treatment
types.
Establishment of different levels of
access to the data extraction tool for
the various areas of responsibility.
Creation of different types of reports
tailored to the refinery’s needs.

Developing a communication and
change management plan to ensure
its alignment with the management and
workers at the industrial complex.
Developing various types of training
materials (for workflows, administrators,
external signatories...) as well as a
technical support protocol.
Training.
This has enabled the refinery to
standardise its documentary control
and traceability for the waste generated
in its daily operations while contributing
effectively to our client’s circular economy
strategy.
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Results in numbers
Launching this project went beyond the
adoption of TEIMAS’ software: this technological
solution has unified operational and document
management processes and normalised
different waste flows, both internally and
externally. This, in turn, has streamlined
communication between the different actors in
the waste value chain.
In addition, this tool has led to the creation
of a single source of data, which was
previously dispersed and heterogeneous; the
establishment of mechanisms to guarantee
compliance with the current regulations; and
the design of reports to assist with decisionmaking. Moreover, this digital platform allows
the refinery’s inventory and waste processes
to be exhaustively monitored thanks to the
registration of:

Nearly 100 users,
including external
companies
More than 70
types of waste

These results are just one example of our client’s
firm commitment to applying technology across
the value chain. Since 2017, it has been pursuing
a Digitalisation Program to transform its various
business units through a model for collaboration
with technology companies like TEIMAS.
With the help of comprehensive software for
waste registration, the refinery has optimised the
way it controls waste generation. This measure,
in line with our client’s commitment to net zero
emissions, encourages reuse, recycling and
giving waste a second life by turning it into new
products.

Tools like the one
developed by TEIMAS
help to minimise
waste generation and
encourage reuse.
In recognition of its progress on industrial
transformation and the decarbonisation process,
in 2022 our client received the AENOR Circular
Economy Strategy certification. Among its
criteria, AENOR considered the projects in all the
company’s areas and businesses that contribute
to circular economy principles, the organisation’s
internal data, information from stakeholders, the
importance of specific actions undertaken and its
achievements in terms of circular economy.
In addition, in 2021 it renewed its commitment
to TEIMAS, extending the use of our software to
nine more industrial and research facilities.

Over 12,000 waste
movements
More than 2,500 external
waste shipments to
an authorised waste
manager

And more than
60,000 tonnes
of waste
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The solution for large waste producers,
a product of our experience: Zero
After years of experience collaborating with
multinationals and large corporations, we have
developed Zero, a tool capable of helping
large waste producers to comply with
environmental regulations, optimise their
consumption of resources and promote the
return of used goods to the production cycle.
Today, Zero and similar TEIMAS solutions
are used in the energy sector (IBERDROLA,

REE, EDP) and industries such as oil, gas &
chemicals (REPSOL), infrastructures (EIFFAGE),
telecommunications (TELEFÓNICA, AMERICAN
TOWER), food and beverages (DAMM GROUP),
retail and textiles.
The following are some of the key features and
functions that make Zero the software of choice
for producers seeking a clean, cost-effective
technological solution:

Data consolidation
This digital platform allows waste data to
be unified and organised regardless of
its format, from generation to end point
(quantity, type, destination, treatment,
outgoing shipments). You can obtain
individualised data for specific forms of
waste or aggregate data.

Operation and traceability
It monitors internal and external waste
movements, as well as the storage area,
to achieve full traceability.

Document management
Zero lets you streamline preparation for inspections, audits and sustainability
reports by accessing historical data, and you can create exportable reports.
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Globally accessible
The platform is accessible from any device and browser connected to the internet.
This makes it easy to access for all agents that must report or check information.

Multilingual
It can be used in several languages
(currently Spanish, English and
Portuguese) and is expandable to other
languages.

Security
Zero has a hierarchical system for assigning users and roles that
guarantees security and facilitates the outsourcing of document
management. Secure access control and communication protocols are
used across the network. That way, you can monitor different sites from a
single location, with individualised or consolidated data.

Reporting and
analysis capacity
Zero lets you compare all the data
stored on waste on a graph, in a
synthesised way. Companies can also
use it to extract information of interest
for their certifications, global warming
mitigation plans, circular economy and
zero waste plans.
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Recognitions and reviews
In Spain, 700 waste management centres rely on TEIMAS to digitalise their document and
operational management, reduce their administrative burden and comply with Spain’s complex
environmental regulations. Here are some of their reviews:

“

It’s a pleasure to
have you on the
other end. You
provide so much
reassurance, and
we are thrilled to
work with you

“

Whenever we
have had any
concerns, they
have always been
immediately
resolved. Your
platform is
incredible

“

You can see
all the work
that went into
it, especially
adapting to
regulations.
We couldn’t be
happier with it

In addition, in Spain, the #PorElClima
community selected Zero in 2020 as
an example of a business initiative
against climate change. Internationally,
the Swiss foundation Solar Impulse
recognised our digital platform as a clean
technological solution which helps to meet
Sustainable Development Goals number
9 (‘Industry, innovation and infrastructure’)
and 12 (‘Responsible consumption and
production’).
Furthermore, since 2020 we have had the
financial support of the EU association
EIT Raw Materials, and we have been
collaborating with the Telefónica open
innovation hub to develop new Zero
functions.
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TEIMAS, your ally in the transition
towards the circular economy
In waste management, technologies such as data analytics and the cloud are
playing a decisive role in promoting the transition to circular and sustainable
production and consumption models.
There are many companies in the ICT sector that offer cloud-based digital platforms
for data management. But what makes our solution special is that it was 100%
developed for comprehensive waste management in large corporations, based
on our 14 years of experience.
Our goal is to help promote sustainability in your organisation through digitalisation
and encourage the return of used goods to the production cycle in a costeffective way, creating capital instead of reducing it.
Want to talk about what our platform can do for you?
Best regards,

Miguel Varela
CEO & Co-founder
miguel.varela@teimas.com
+34 647 48 87 13

